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THE SCHRAM ACADEMY 
CHENNAI 

 
 

PHYSICS WORKSHEET 

SOURCES OF ENERGY-CONVENTIONAL SOURCES  

 
 Choose the appropriate answer: 

 

1. Conventional sources of energy is/are_________. 

a)Coal   b) wood  c)petroleum d)all of these 

2. A turbine cannot  be rotated by _____________ 

a) Flowing water  b) rotator motion of wind  c) photosynthesis  d) steam 

3. ______________is the major constituent of biogas. 

a)Carbon monoxide  b) Hydrogen  c)Methane d) Carbon dioxide   

4. _________ is not an example of bio-mass energy source.  

a) Wood    b)Gobar-gas   c)Nuclear energy   d) Coal 

5. Which of the following is not ultimately derived from the sun’s energy? 

a) Geothermal  energy  b) Wind energy  c) Fossil fuels   d)Biomass 

6. An example of renewable source of energy is_________. 

a) Coal   b)Petroleum   c) Natural gas   d) Wind energy 

7. The minimum wind velocity required for obtaining useful energy with wind mill is 

________km/hr. 

a)15m/s   b)15km/hr   c)10km/hr   d)18m/s 

8. A good fuel is one which ___________. 

a) Has high ignition temperature   b) has low calorific value 

b) Produces more smoke   d) releases less heat on burning 

 9. Bio-gas contains __________percent of methane. 

a)25     b)50      c)60     d)75 

10. In hydro power plant, ________________energy is converted into electrical energy. 

a)kinetic   b)heat    c)light   d)chemical 

  

 Answer the following: 

1. What is the purpose of the ‘digester’ in a bio-gas plant? 

2. Give the energy conversion that takes place in a thermal energy power plant? 

3. What causes acid rain? 

4. List any two merits and demerits of using fossil fuels. 

5. Why is charcoal considered as a better fuel than wood? 

6. What is a good source of energy? 

7. Why is bio-gas a better fuel than animal dung cakes? 

8. How is electricity produced in a wind mill? 

9. List the main composition of acid rain? 

10. In our country, with increasing population, need of energy has also increased. To meet this 

energy need government has decided to construct some hydroelectric power plants. But some 

plants like Narmada dam are already running in controversy. 

a) What do you mean by hydroelectric power plant? 

b) What are the reasons behind Narmada dam controversy? 

c) As a student what do you think, whether such dams should be built or not? 
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